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August 20th Meeting 

Charlton McArthur, Old Modeling Magazines 

 
Charlton McArthur really enjoys old model railroad magazines – 
I think most of us do.  Many of us save them or have very 
reluctantly “given” them away – or (horrors) thrown them away.  
At our meeting next week Charlton will be bringing some of his 
favorite magazines to share – maybe you would like to bring 
some too. 
 
NOTICE: New meeting venue – We’ll be meeting at the 
Vestavia Hills Library for the August 20th meeting.   

We will begin at 6:30 pm, our regular meeting time at The Library in 
the Forest, 1221 Montgomery Highway, Vestavia Hills AL 35216      
205-978-0155 
 
We look forward to seeing you at the August Division Meeting at our new (temporary) location.  
Please come & bring a friend–visitors are welcome.  We’ll meet here in September as well, then back 
to Hoover. 
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Gift of NMRA Membership to Members of Armed Forces 
 
The Southeastern Region of the National Model Railroad Association is offering full introductory 
memberships to individuals serving in this country's Armed Forces and US military veterans. 
 
This opportunity has been made possible through the generosity of Piedmont Division member Ed 
Delattre and his wife Alice. 
 
Memberships are available to individuals serving in this country's Armed Forces and US military 
veterans residing in the boundaries of the Southeastern Region.  As an introductory membership, it is 
not available to current or former members of the NMRA. 
 
If you would like to take advantage of this offer, contact your local division 
superintendent.  Additional information is available on the Home page of the SER web site www.ser-
nmra.org. If you are a current NMRA member and know someone who may be interested, please have 
them contact your local division superintendent.  (jstew@bhamrails.info) 
 

New Steel City Division Web Site:   www.scd-nmra.org  

Special thanks to Division Member Craig Gardner for his work on keeping our new Division website 

up and current.  We hope that the website will become a resource for all model railroaders in the Steel 

City Division area, and we hope it will be part of our outreach to gain new members in the Division. 
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We want the new website to be a resource, and a gateway to the Division as well as other model 

railroaders.  YOU can help make this website the best that it may be – what do you have to share? 

We hope that you will take time now to visit the new Division website and explore the content.  Then 

we want you to consider what you can contribute to the webmaster for additional valuable content of 

interest to your fellow model railroaders.  Use the “Contact” feature to submit material to the 

webmaster. 

Do you have an article to contribute, a clinic, or a good modeling “how-to”?  Would you allow us to 

publish information about your layout or a key modeling effort that you have to share?  Do you have a 

link to another website that you believe would be of value to other model railroaders?  If you are a 

longtime member of our Division do you have some Division history or a good story to share about the 

Division activities? 

Superintendent’s Office 

 John Stewart, Division Superintendent 

2017 Convention Chairman 

I am very pleased to announce that we have a Convention 

Chairman for our 2017 Regional Convention in 

Birmingham.  Our new Chairman is Steel City Division 

member Steve Gardner (who is no relation to Webmaster 

Craig Gardner).  Steve works for Dexter Fortson Associates, computers and telemetry, in Bessemer. 

Steve will be working with the Division leadership to put together a set of key committee chairs for the 

2017 Convention.  Thanks to Steve for his willingness to serve.  I look forward to working with him. 

Name the Convention (Last Call!) 

Got an idea for LOGO of the 2017 Birmingham Regional 

Convention?  Send a note or email to the Editor and I’ll add it to 

the list to share with the convention team as it grows.  We need 

to pick a name very soon, since we can start advance notices and 

planning about the convention this year with our newsletter and 

our new website. 

Our neighbors in Huntsville will host the 2016 Regional Convention – by the way, their convention 

is the “Rocket City Rails”.   Their flyer is at the end of this newsletter. 

What would YOU like to see in the 2017 Convention in Birmingham? Write the 

Editor! 

Conventions are just one of the benefits of NMRA Membership, whether at the Regional or National 

level.  Remember we have the National Convention coming up in August, 2015 in Portland, OR. 
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End of Summer Musings 

School is starting this week for many of our local systems – my school bus driving job starts this week.  

Today I attended the kickoff event for our local system and it was interesting.  The new Superintendent 

gave a very good talk about “I believe”, sharing her beliefs about what the system and its employees 

should strive to perform. 

The basic message was “pretty good is not good enough”. 

How does this relate to a hobby where “fun” seems to be the operative word.  After all, for years one 

of our hobby’s slogans has been “Model Railroading is Fun”.  One of our neighbor clubs, the MGB in 

Prattville has the slogan “Where Life is Nothing But Fun”. 

Should we be “striving for excellence” in a hobby whose goal is to have “fun”?  Are they mutually 

exclusive?  What about “Close is Good Enough” and the “Five Foot Rule” (if it looks good at five feet 

it is OK)? 

On the other hand, what about modeling contests and the point system?  How about losing a ribbon by 

one point in contest judging?  Water doesn’t boil at 211 degrees, it boils at 212 degrees.   

I think everyone has to judge these questions for themselves depending on their own goals and 

expectations.  But I am pretty sure of one thing. 

Each of you that are involved in model railroading has a set of personal goals and some sort of 

personal vision for your hobby.  Sometimes we hear this expressed as “I want to represent the things 

about railroads that I remember as a child.” 

Sometimes we hear about folks who are mostly talk and not much action in terms of building models 

or layouts.  For them I might suggest “pretty good is not good enough”, or maybe “nothing is not 

enough”. 

In any event, pursuit of model railroading seems to me to involve the pursuit of a dream, and many of 

us have been doing this in one form or another, on and off, year in and year out for some long time. 

So, are you making progress on your dream?  Are you stuck in a rut?  Is your dream like those we 

recall after waking up, but we can’t remember the details? 

If this seems to be you, I have a suggestion.  Get involved with others in your pursuit of the hobby.  

Work with a friend, join a club, share an idea, help on a project, volunteer for a project, but get to 

work. 

A long journey starts with a single step.  I believe that single step may best be taken by getting 

involved with other like-minded folks.  When you do this, remember that your dream may not be the 

same as the other person’s.  Be open-minded and as the crossbucks used to say “Stop, Look and 

LISTEN”.  You may share your dream but only if you willing to share their dream first.  Sharing is a 

two way mainline. 

LISTEN and SHARE may be one of the best model railroading tools in your personal “workbench”. 
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From the Super Assistant  

Mark Stone, Assistant Division Superintendent (CHW-44) 

Ed Note: Our Super Assistant is doing good work as our Program 
Coordinator for our monthly Division meetings at the Hoover Public 
Library.  Mark is always looking for good programs!  Mark reports the 
following schedule of clinics for the May newsletter:   
Thank you to Mike Burns for his great presentation in May on modeling 
L&N’s passenger cars. 
     
August 20:  Charlton McArthur on “Old Model Railroading Magazines” VESTAVIA LIBRARY 
  
September 17:   Larry Smith, MMR on “Building Laser Cut Wood Kits” VESTAVIA LIBRARY 
 
October 15:  Tentative – Elliott Eggleston, “Railfanning on Memory Lane” 
 
November 3: TUESDAY   Tentative – Noel Whatley’s “Trains of Thought, Part 2” 
 
December, no meeting as is our custom.  Watch for info on the Trains at McWane exhibit. 
 
NOTE:  August & September meetings will be held at the VESTAVIA HILLS LIBRARY 
because Hoover Library is performing renovations – they are using meeting rooms for 
temporary storage. 

If you have a topic of interest to your fellow model railroaders please don’t be shy about sharing it.  
You don’t have to use a computer for slides, or have any slides at all.  Show us how you do things, or a 
great new way you have learned to do some aspect of our great hobby.   

If you think that you would like to do a clinic but want some technical assistance, we can help you 
there as well.  Please see Mark at the meeting or contact me (205-837-8029) or 
MEStone62@outlook.com if you would be so kind as to present! 

NS 611 Excursion Program Ends for 2015 

The Norfolk Southern 
Excursion Program ended 
during the month of July – we 
look forward to its return next 
year.  Here is a great photo of 
# 611 near  Wabun, VA, taken 
by Alex Mayes and shared by 
Marv Clemons. 

This wonderful locomotive 
will run again next year.  
Restoration team included 
Birmingham area resident Bob 
Yuill who also worked on the 
original restoration team in Birmingham.  Thanks to Bob and all the others! 
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What’s on Your Workbench? 

Member and MMR Bob Beaty writes:   Necessity is the “mother” of a lot of things…  I needed a 
crossing on the layout. No commercial crossing was available so I decided to build my own.  First I 
laid out the crossing with track sections on the layout to fit the required space where the crossing was 
needed for operations.

 

This 19 degree crossing in HOn3 is a catch built from code 70 rail using the template from Fasttrax 
templates.  The ties are cut from bass wood and it is powered (just like a turnout frog “times 2”) by a 
"frog juicer".  The crossing will allow rail traffic to route to the new layout section while maintaining 
an existing route on the original layout. 
 

Here is the crossing inserted into the track plan. 
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Nice Work Bob!  A field fix to solve an operating problem just like the prototype – sort of. 
 

 

 

Gerald Mabry, a reader in Mississippi shares a picture of his first handmade turnout below – nice work 
Gerald! 
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Member Bill Hudson is a guy who likes to “make” and “make do”.  If something is needed and can be 
made, make it.  I think that this is the way the “old school” modelers did it, and I think Bill is proud to 
be an “old school” kind of modeler.  Bill’s articles are full of interesting tools, tips, technology and 
general philosophy.  He sends along the following for this month’s “What’s on Your Workbench”: 

What's on my workbench? 

It really isn't about the workbench, is it?  More the stuff that takes place there.  Just another “silly” 
trick, or in my case as a grouchy old curmudgeon, the “poor man's” version of something that is easily 
(and better) bought. In reality, purchasing such a device is the preferred method, but I would rather 
build it than purchase it any day. Just the way I think....  
 
[Editor’s Note:  Bill doesn’t take responsibility for anyone’s work but his own – he figures you are 

smart enough to know what you can and cannot safely undertake.  There is some HEAVY DUTY 

electronics in the following article.  Do NOT try this if you don’t know what you are doing.] 

 
So, what are we buying anyway? How about an “electrode soldering” rig, also known as a “resistance 
solderer”, as well as a few other off the wall names? By whatever name, a device that does soldering 
“cold”. Well, it isn't really cold, only that the heat is highly localized. While building the “gizmo”, I 
wanted to do some research on a particular fixture and, when turning to the Internet, discovered that 
there is quite a following of “Resistance Soldering” in general. And yes, I did (eventually) find the 
fixture I was looking for. And while looking, found some other (new and interesting) ideas. 
 
Well, for many years I had been using a home-made version I built while working at the “Pipe Shop”, 
way back in the dark ages B.C. (Before Computers) The version I had would heat copper pipe 
(plumbing) sufficient for soldering. And more recently, while doing some modeling work and finding 
the soldering iron tip was far too large to fit into the space where it was needed, I went looking for the 
device I haven't had a use for in a while. The day of “BB&K Model Railroads”, to those new upstarts 
in the hobby, was a loonnngggg time ago. After looking for what felt like months without finding it, I 
concluded that I had lost it during a move. That bothered me a bit, but it was 30 years ago. Git over 
it.... But did have a need for it again. A low-drivered Pacific with a copper pipe boiler. So, to acquire 
another contraption. With prices running from $500 to $1300, I opted instead to build it. 
 
Now, this article tells how I built one. I will not do instructions or a “how to” article for something line 
powered. There is no easy way to deal with that subject, except say “buy” an assembled unit with the 
appropriate functions. Or be a very experienced electrician. And a corresponding good work ethic in 
the field. “Do it right, or don't do it.” 
 
Further, I don't want the legal liability that goes with such an instruction. There will always be 
someone, somewhere that thinks “I'm just as good as him, I can do that.” But they aren't as good as me, 
in that field anyway. And they've moved to less demanding jobs, or are dead. I've been doing it for 50+ 
years. It is one area where there aren't many people better'n me. And yeah, I do toot my horn a little, 
but with just cause... But that leads into “sea stories” and traveling around the world a few times and 
starting new countries and such like. Not for the here and now, though. 
 
For here and now, this is “how I did it” and if you would like to have one yourself, look on eBay or 
Craig's List. There's plenty of them used but still in good shape, albeit smaller.  
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To start with, I needed a transformer with enough power to do copper pipe as well as the smaller 
models on the bench. I started out with a soldering iron from Radio Shack. The man that gave it to me 
didn't realize how easy it was to repair. Or possibly didn't want to fool with it. That would give me 
enough power to do models; but I wanted something powerful enough to sweat pipe. That it would be 
used for models was primary, but it would also do pipe if I asked it to. The soldering iron just wouldn't 
be powerful enough. So, I sold it, once it was repaired. I'm sorta partial to a Weller©, an older one with 
copper windings. 
 
And scrounged a dead microwave oven. There is a goodly sized transformer in those. Enough so that I 
stuck in an extra winding to provide 12 volts for my train electronics. In this case, I can get 120 amps 
on my winding. 
 
Watts, who knows? Calculated one way, it came out to 700 plus. Calculated another way, it came out 
to only 132. All I know is that (theoretically) it's enough to weld with a coat-hanger wire as a rod. 
That's enough heat for what I want, whatever the power is. Nothing lethal here; at 2-½ volts, about as 
hot as a couple of half-dead flashlight batteries.  
  
So, why not use the “buzz-box” welder? 'Cause it's so heavy I couldn't see using it for model building. 
Not in H-O anyway, 7-1/4” gauge stuff sometimes I do..... It's an older one, with copper windings; and 
at 150 pounds, even with wheels, a bit much to drag into the shop. And a wooden building, yet. A 
“footprint” of almost 2 by 2 feet and half again that tall. Yeah, it'll go much hotter, but for models?  
 
But, the “Primary” side is at 120V, line side. That's the hazardous side. The transformer is wound with 
aluminum wire and the windings aren't properly wound, so it has some “excitation” current, even at 
idle. But, with such a low duty cycle, 5-10 seconds on time and almost as many minutes off time, that 
works out well below 2%.  3 amps is “piddlin'” in that area. But, it can kill you. To use the vernacular 
of the mill maintenance guys, you can get yourself “grave yard dead.” Can't get much more direct than 
that. 

 
Now, in addition to the transformer, I also needed a foot switch and an enclosure. And some stingers 
(electrode holders) and then, the carbons themselves. I have some gouge rods scrounged from a 
welding shop. Carbon with a thin copper plating. Carbons are readily available for purchase, but I'm a 
cheap old buzzard and would rather use what I know. 
 
A foot switch is a very real necessity and is just like a 
sewing machine treadle except it's only on or off, no 
variable speed. Which reminds me, there also is a 
“Variac”, a variable transformer to tune the power 
down for model building. But, that's a separate bench 
instrument that I plug into while doing electrical stuff. 
Should you acquire a commercial power supply, the 
knob on the front serves the same purpose. 
 
With all that said, the details for the transformer: The 
thing started as a “High Voltage” supply, around 3000 
volts, for a “Klystron” tube. Don't worry about what 
that is, it's what makes a microwave a microwave. I cut it out. And replaced it with some 11 turns of 
#14 house wire to get the 12 volt winding. And 2 turns of #6 (S-O) from an old power cable. The 
soldering winding is 2 turns, 2.2 volts open circuit. The way I wanted it....  
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Figure it as turns ratio. About 100 turns on the primary, 2 turns on the secondary. Cutting the voltage 
down to about 2%, but the current the other way by about the same amount. That's how I got the 120 
amps out of it, low voltage but enormous current. And that's the reason for the SO insulation, #6 SO 
can handle 60 amps (continuous) in a cable, at 600 volts. So, re-rating for one conductor not enclosed 
and a short duty cycle, it should handle the 120 amps. Lacking that particular wire, I could have used 
an old range cable and salvaged one conductor from it. But, I had the SO cable from long ago. Newer 
insulation types now, government approved for safety use. Again, use what I know will work. 

 
The transformer must have an insulator between the winding and the iron core. I used fish paper. There 
are many insulators available now, but I'm old school. I have some here, somewhere. But couldn't find 
it so went down to the motor repair shop and bought enough to do a simple transformer rewind. Ten 
bux for six square feet.  Enough to last me the rest of my life. Just like the last time when I stashed 
away the extra. I'll probably stumble across it next week. Yeah, well...A quarter square foot would 
have done this job, with a bunch left over. 
 
Anyway, I lined the “slot” with fish paper, then added in the 11 turns of house wire. Then a sliver of 
fish paper and the 2 turns of the #6 SO. Then more fish paper to fill in the air gaps. No enclosure yet; 
I'll have to make one before I put the gizmo into steady service. 
 
The small stingers are for detail work. And to experiment with electrical work. And just because I 
wanted a set. Those I will describe for building. My usual parts supply, brazing rod and key stock. And 
judicious use of a drill press. The building involves some machine work. Brass, by the way. Needs to 
be more conductive than stainless steel. And copper's too soft and weak for my taste. A photo of the 
completed assembly is below.  The 37 cents is a caustic comment about a subject I won't go into here. 
 
Start with a ¾” long piece of key stock, 3/16” or whatever you got. And about 4½ inches of 1/8”  
brazing rod. Drill the key stock for 0.096” (2-½mm), at a slight angle (10-15°) and close to the end. 
Then drill tap size for 2-56 in the end of the stock. The other end was drilled tap size for #5-40, having 
a body size of 1/8 in. The brazing rod is threaded, again #5-40, on both ends, one end being longer. 
The short end has maybe 6-8 pitches so it won't run in enough to foul the carbon. The long end has a 
nut to restrain the plastic handle and then another nut to hold the wire. The end was rounded off. It runs 
too hot with brass electrodes for the plastic handles. I'll have to make them from wood. 
 
I have large hands and will use the electrodes in a “chopsticks” grip, both pieces in one hand. Same as 
my meter leads, just a little... An old timer's technique for using a Simpson© 260 on live circuits. 
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Keeping one hand in my pocket while testing high voltage circuits. These days, some clerical “know it 
all” at OSHA has “decreed” a “safer” method. Let's not go there, I could rant for hours on that 
subject... I learned my craft long before OSHA even existed; “do it right, or don't do it” really meant 
something in those days.  
 
And for small stuff, an electrically conductive small clamp (vise) and one stinger. That's what I had in 
mind to experiment with. The stinger in the photo is only a little larger than a pencil, should be easy 
enough to work with.   
 
The wires are (very) low voltage, so I don't worry about my hands touching them. Just the current draw 
if they short together, but with the foot switch they only come live when I'm ready for them to. No big 
deal. 
 
The small stingers would also work well with a Weller© D-550 in place of the tip. You would tape 
down the switch and run it through a foot switch. No need to tie up a hand on the trigger when it's 
needed to feed the solder. Just remember, most soldering guns are set up to run short duty cycles too. 
10% would be pushing it there. 
 
There are some “medium” sized stingers too, for use with the gouge rods. Since I am (re)building it, 
I'm setting up for the many different things it could be used for. Things I didn't know about “back 
then”.  Amazing what one can come up with after 40 years of study on the subject. They are medium; 
there is a large format that would be necessary if I ever need to solder water pipe. But I'm hoping to 
never again need that much power. Instrument work is long gone for me, what with modern computer 
measurement. 
 
Several years back I was looking for some 0.05” (3/64”) square rod; brass for cross-head guides. I 
honestly don't know if it was misprinted on the web site or if my eyes were tired. I do remember the 
cost was a little high for the small pieces I wanted. But not so high that I turned it down. Turns out it 
was 0.5 rather than 0.05 inch.... Would have cost more to return the package than I had spent getting it 
to me so I just threw it up on a shelf. Glad I did, ya never know when some odd size will prove useful. 
Once you remember you have it.... 
 
The ¼ inch carbons fit the ½ inch key stock quite well. The same construction as the small set, just 
larger parts. I used ¼ inch brass rod and red oak for handles. The rod is threaded for ¼-28, as is the 
setscrew in the end. A common size in most any shop. I use “fine” thread on electrical connections 
whenever I can. I suppose I could have used ¼-40, but that is a little too weird for the average modeler. 
Another left over tool from the old days of an archaic profession... (40 TPI=0.025” travel per rotation, 
it does have it's place) 
 
The handles were turned to 5/8 inch or so and bored for ¼ inch. Keep in mind here that the stated ¼ 
inch is a 64th full (17/64), so some file work is indicated here to get that last 64th inch. Or, just use a Nr 
“H” drill; but that also is a rare bird these days. 
 
It sounds silly, I know. But if you want to pass a ¼ pin through a ¼ hole, there has to be a little give in 
one or the other. The gouge rods start as ¼ inch carbon, and then are “flashed” with a thin copper 
coating. It actually is a “fuzz” more than 1/64th, you would need to go 9/32 inch and then it would be 
loose. The “H” drill falls between those two. Just use a file to fine tune a “too small” hole and don't 
worry about those fancy machinist's tools.  
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The ¼ inch rod seems to be hard(er) to come by these days. I had enough on hand that I had about 2 
inches left over after making the stingers. Stock must be replaced. Used to be I would just walk into 
the local neighborhood hardware store and snag a couple of feet.  

 
Nowadays, most folks use “brass plated steel”, it's a whole lot less expensive, and much stronger. I 
bring this up because in this project, brass “plated” is not near as conductive as solid brass.(or copper) 
Steel should work, but will tend to get warm. I don't recommend it, but it should work. At least in 
theory... I've never tried it so can't say for sure, either way. But, a point to consider, in any case. 
 
Another consideration, after looking into commercial “tweezers”. They're right proud of them, expect a 
large expenditure. I used setscrews into the end of the stinger.  The commercial version uses clamps on 
the side, toward the user.  Smaller profile so they fit into tight(er) locations. This could have a bearing 
on usage with small models. Something to keep in mind before making a set. For what I expect to be 
doing, my design should be sufficient... for me. If not, I'll (re)build a different way. 
 
And finally, some (general) comments: 
 
First off, although it is often referred to as “cold” soldering, it isn't cold enough to touch. Most solders 
melt at 500°-750° F. The heat is localized to the tip, be it carbon or otherwise. But it will travel, 
especially if you're working a heavy part, like a steam dome casting. The carbon cools quickly, much 
faster than a soldering iron. But, the piece being worked on will retain heat a little longer. Long enough 
to burn your fingers. But sure beats a small torch. 
 
My original measurements were made on the wire alone as a “bolted short”, meaning I took the two 
wires (lugs) and held them together with pliers. As measured in use, using a medium tip, the coil was 
drawing around 45 amps. About 1/3.... Well why? Here's my theory, that may or may not be accurate, 
but does answer a few questions. There is about 20 feet of #6 wire to the electrode holder. (10 out and 
10 back) Then, there is the carbon electrode itself, which is, at best, a semi-conductor. All this does 
have some resistance, especially the carbon. That extra “load” is enough to draw down the voltage. 
Figuring it with Ohm's Law, higher resistance = lower current. Makes sense to me, anyway. 
 
In any case, with a medium tip, it still got hot faster than my D-550 soldering gun. And it did heat the 
immediate area more than the surrounding metal. My tests were done on a goodly sized chunk of 
copper and a piece of brass rod. It worked quite well, actually exceeding my expectations. And the 
copper chunk didn't burn the top of the bench. Mine is thin plywood over a base structure. A plastic 
covering might have charred, I didn't test that. 
 
When I had all the functional parts worked out, I tried the smaller set of electrodes on electrical work. 
The drafting pencil inserts were a much too high resistance to be useful. It didn't matter to me, I was 
after the medium set anyway. But to someone wanting to try the smaller set, a different insert would 
need to be used. Graphite is funny that way. The manufacturer isn't interested in electrical 
characteristics, just in how it marks.  
 
So, I drilled the hole out to allow 3/32” brazing rod to make temporary electrodes. That worked, for a 
while. Then the plastic got too hot and started to deform. I had used 3” pipe (1” / ft scale), plastic parts 
from architectural models. So, on to making wooden handles. But the important issue would be to find 
a graphite rod of lower resistance. The gouge rod gave me what I wanted, so the small electrodes can 
take whatever time is necessary.  
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I haven't put it to real fine detail yet, nor steel parts. On that, we shall see.... But, in general tests, it's a 
“keeper”. So, all my work did pay off. And, best of all, the carbon tip didn't stick to the work or the 
solder. I could keep pressure on until the solder froze.  
 
For many years, I have preached about how Zamak wouldn't take solder. Well, it ain't so. There are 
some steps that must be followed, but with the cold soldering rig, it can be done. I won't go into it here, 
it would take several pages. But if you read up on the subject, soldering “white metal” can be done. 
There's a lot of smart people out there. You just have to sort through the smelly bovine cookies to get 
to them. 
 
Bill Hudson 
 
Send us information on what you are working on right now, and we’ll share it with our readers.  All we 
need is your notes and some good pictures of what you have as work in progress or recently 
completed.  Or maybe you would like to review a new product or model that you have recently 
purchased.  

If you don’t feel that you can produce a finished article, NO PROBLEM, just send your notes and a 
couple of decent pictures and your faithful Editor will take care of the rest.  Send your modeling efforts 
comments and a few pictures to the Editor:  jstew@bhamrails.info  

 

Here’s a tip from a reader of our Newsletter: 

There is a really good opportunity to find Model 

Railroad “stuff” of all types and multiple scales on 

the web:   

http://crstrains.com/  

This is an online source for model railroad supplies 

that is being operated by an individual on behalf of 

the family of the former owner who is no longer 

living.  Check it out and I think you will find some 

interesting bargains – this is a first come first serve inventory for the most part, so check it out now. 

 

Petition From Rocky Mountain Region Regarding National Model Contest Rules (See Next Page) 

The following refers to an active petition being circulated.  If you would like to support this petition to 

change the national contest rules, contact the Editor. 

Basically, if the change were to be adopted at the National Level, a modeler winning the Gold Award, 

Best in Show in the Modeling Contest would keep his or her First Place Award in their category, as 

well as winning the Gold Award. 

As it is now, the modeler winning the Gold Award, Best in Show (overall) gets THAT award, but does 

not keep the First Place award in that category.   
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Local Layouts 

Winston Greaves Layout Update 

Winston’s layout under construction has been previously featured in Local Layouts.  Winston sends 
some progress photos to share with our readers.  He also reports that he is not sure of the name of the 
railroad, which was to be based on the Trinidad Government Railroad on his home island of Trinidad. 

 

Winston’s layout is being planned for operations and will feature switching districts.  The layout is 
basically shaped like a letter C or G with an extra wing for staging trains. 

 

Trackwork is progressing very nicely.  Winston is hand laying his turnouts and these will enable 
handsome flowing trackwork, crossovers and turnouts located to suit the spur locations like the 
prototype. 

The images below show additional examples of flowing trackwork and an “under construction” view 
of a curved crossover site. 

This looks like it is going to be a really nice layout for running and operations.  Good work, Winston. 
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Malcolm Sokol’s Layout Update 

Malcolm writes, “In the last five months I have made a lot of progress on my BID [Birmingham 
Industrial District]. To recap the project, I am building a portion of the Birmingham Industrial District 
in the 1950’s in HO scale. The layout fills a room 19’ x 15’ in my basement.  The bench work is 9 
sections in a “C” shape designed so that each section will fit through a 3’ wide door, the aisles are a 
minimum 3’ wide. The main areas I am modeling are Finley Yard, North Birmingham (9th Ave area), 
Ensley and the mines on Red Mountain. “ 

“I am now 1 ½ years into the project. In that time, I built the room, the bench work is complete, I cut 
the roadbed from 4’ x 8’ sheets of homasote and it is all installed, I cut the ties from scrap  lumber  
from the bench work and about 90% are installed, I am hand laying the rail and turnouts and they are 
about 30% complete. The backdrops are 100% complete and the scenery on the back 1/3 on each 
section that touches a wall is 80% complete. The track wiring is about 20% complete so I have been 
running trains and testing the hand laid track and turnouts. Seven bridges have been scratch built and 
installed. I scratch built one large coal mine and a second coal mine is about half built. The layout will 
have at least 50 structures.” 

“The primary focus for the next few weeks will be to complete the double mainline track and get all of 
that wired so I can run trains around the layout. Next I plan to finish the track in Finley Yard and all of 
the spurs. I will have 31 industries some with 2 or 3 tracks. My hope is to be operating by the end of 
the year.” 

Malcolm Sokol 

 

As you can see in Malcolm’s images that follow this should be an interesting layout as it is being 
planned and designed for operations.  It also captures the feel and look of many railroad locations 
around the Magic City. 
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Tight industrial trackwork typical of many sites in Birmingham; one of the Red Mountain mines. 
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Bridges are being scratchbuilt to fit the site for both roadway and railroad overpasses, so typical in 
Birmingham’s wonderful railroad landscape. 
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Finley Yard shows in these two images from Malcolm’s layout, including an engine terminal.  [Finley 
Yard was built and operated by Southern Ry and is long gone, replaced by Norris Yard at Irondale.  
Some folks get Finley Yard and Thomas Yard confused as they were close together, Ed.] 
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Some of the interesting benchwork details Malcolm has included on his layout.  Above is a very clever 
wiring “trough” built into the front of the layout.  This eliminates much of the need to be “under” the 
layout to make the many required connections to track feeders and bus wires.  Below is well built 
benchwork accommodating a “drop” in the scenery for access to a lower level element. 
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Your Editor appreciates these two layout updates.   It is noteworthy that Malcolm and Winston live 
somewhat close to each other on the northeast side of metro Birmingham.  They are members of the 
Wrecking Crew Model RR (100% NMRA) Club and have been helping each other in the planning, 
design and construction of these two great looking layouts-in-progress. 

It seems to be true that having a helper and collaborator is really a good way to make good progress a 
layout.  That is one of the best things about NMRA membership in that it brings you in contact with a 
wide range of talent, skill and interest for potential help on a layout or any other project you may have 
under way. 

Remember Layout Tours for Regional Convention 
 

Articles Featuring Steel City’s Model Railroads  

Local Layouts is a column which will feature reports on layouts located in the Steel City Division 
area.  We have had layout tours in the past, but didn’t always have great attendance.  If you would like 

to host a layout tour, send an invitation to the Editor jstew@bhamrails.info .   

If you would like to share info on your layout, an update, or a recent layout project, please send a 
summary write-up or notes and some good pictures.  The Editor will be glad to assist with final copy if 
you feel that you are not a writer.   

Please do not hesitate to send us info on your layout because you think it isn’t “good enough”.  If it is 
it is good enough for you it is fine for the rest of us.  You get to select what to feature with your 
pictures and your write-up or notes. Remember: Ac-centuate the positive and e-liminate the negative 
like the song...   

 
Remember that the Regional Conventions typically provide Layout Tours for Convention Attendees.  
It is great to see some new layouts being built and hoped that these will be far enough along to be on 
the layout tours for our 2017 SER Convention in Birmingham. 
 
We have seen some of our fine layouts from years past taken down or at least become “out of 
circulation”.  But we still have some fine layouts which have served for past convention tours.  Be 
thinking about June 2017 as a target to have your layout on the Convention Tours.   
 
One of the things that has been done by other host cities is to feature layouts for those traveling to and 

from the convention.  For example, the two layouts featured above might be open on Thursday for 
those traveling from the east or northeast, and again (or alternately) on Sunday for those traveling 
home to the east or northeast. 
 
Please be thinking “outside the box” so that your layout will be able to be enjoyed by as many as 
possible for our 2017 Convention.  Let us know about your layout for visits during our Convention. 
 
In the meantime, our new Division website, www.scd-nmra.org  is featuring more and more of our 
Steel City Division layouts with a brief write-up and photos to feature your good work.   
 
We are also going to be looking for a few good “operations oriented” layouts for the OPSIG 
(operating special interest group) participants who love to visit and operate on Regional Convention 
layouts.  Please let your leadership or the Editor know if you want your layout featured soon,. 
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A Model Railroad Chronicle 
 

With this column we continue an installment series following the construction of a new layout in the 

Steel City Division by one of our members and Steel City Division Secretary, John Pate.   

John Pate’s L&N Birmingham Division/S&NA Subdivision-1970’s 

Part 8 We continue this month with a bit more construction work-in-progress on the benchwork.  

The Construction Gang and Chief Financial Officer have been on a much deserved vacation in Alaska! 

Layout Summary and Recap 

The layout will represent the Birmingham area in the 1970’s and focus on Boyles Yard and 

Birmingham industry for an operations oriented layout based on the L&N prototype.  We have talked 

at length about the design concept as well as the operations concept.  The railroad is “designed for 

operations”. 

As noted, the concept of the layout provides for traffic coming to and from Birmingham on the L&N 

Main between Montgomery and Decatur and on to Nashville.  It will include through trains and local 

jobs & switchers working to and from L&N’s Boyles Yard next to Tarrant, AL.  John settled on a two 

level layout concept with staging on a lower level and Boyles Yard on the upper level.  A total of 8 

Industrial Districts will be located on both levels (4 each) to reflect the Districts in the prototype 

schematics used in layout planning.  

Summarizing the proposed railroad operations includes: 

• Through freights come from out of town, go through Boyles Yard -- set out & pickup cuts of 

cars     

• Turn freights that go to a specific locale but do not do switching 

• Local switch jobs that originate in Boyles Yard, and then take cars to local industries  

• A number of local industrial districts to switch.   

The floor plan and layout are included below as a reference. 
 

Construction Progress 

As noted previously the construction of the layout includes 4 basic components or type of benchwork: 

• Shelf-on-the-wall 

• L-Girder 

• Helix 

• Peninsulas 
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Last month we showed that progress had been made on the first helix.  This month, a bit more 

progress! 

Railroad Living Space 

Garage & Work 

Bath 

Closet/Stairs Up 

Figure 1: Floor plan and track plan for the new L&N layout underway by Division member and Secretary John Pate.  

We plan to include these views each month so readers can maintain a frame of reference for the layout. 
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These are two views of the layout’s “north” helix showing the transition to the helix and the constant 
spacing blocks once into the actual helix.  As you can see this design is “elegantly simple” with 4’ per 
turn from top-of-rail to top-of-rail elevation turn by turn.  Spacer blocks are 1 x 4 lumber on edge. 

There are two helixes, one at opposite sides of the layout providing two way running for two levels. 
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News from the NMRA 

National News  

Portland Express, the 2015 NMRA National Convention, provides updates through its mailing list.    
Visit the Portland Express website to sign up.  http://www.nmra2015portland.org/  Updates are also 
available through its Facebook page and Twitter account. 

Register for the NEW NMRA Website 

Have you registered on the new NMRA Web Site yet?  

The completely rewritten NMRA web site (www.nmra.org) has "members only" items that are only 
available if you have logged into the site with your new member account.  

While there is much to see on the site for non-members, NMRA members who are logged in have 
access to NMRA Data Sheets, past editions of the NMRA eBulletin and the NMRA Bulletin, the 
President's Car column and many other items that may be of interest to you.  

There is also a page that shows you information that is currently held in your NMRA Membership 
record, with a button to send an email to the staff with any corrections you wish to make. However, 
you cannot make any changes on the web site; the information is "view only." 

If you have not yet registered for your NEW account, some things to keep in mind: 

1) No other NMRA logins or passwords will work on the new site - meaning, your Company Store 
account information, the account you may have created several years ago on the old NMRA web site, 
or any other NMRA login you may have will not be recognized on the new site. You must create a 
new account.  

2) In order to create your new account, the email address you wish to use for the account must match 
the one in your membership record in the NRMA database. If this is not so, please contact the NMRA 
office and update your email address. 

 3) The registration process will send an email to the address we have in your membership record that 
provides a one-time login. You need to make sure that your email system does not send the password 
email to your junk folder or trash!  

Once you have logged into the site with your new account, please change your password to one you 
can remember - you can always change it later.  

Ben Sevier, NMRA IT Manager 

Southeastern Region (SER) News 

 

New SER Rail Car introduced at SER Greenville 
Convention 

The Southeastern Region of the NMRA is proud to 
announce the availability of a limited number of Accurail 
HO scale ACF 4650 cu. ft. kaolin service covered hopper 
kits.  Built date is 5/68 and is lettered for Engelhard. 

The car is offered in one road number.  Orders of two or more cars include easy-to-install replacement 
decals, twelve numbers in all.  Single cars are available at $23.  No layout can have enough of these 
cars! 
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Orders of four or more cars are available at $20 per car. 
 
For additional information or to order your car(s), contact Region Car Chair Randall Watson 
at randallvwatson1@bellsouth.net 

SER 2016 Convention 

The 2016 Regional Convention is planned to be held 
in Huntsville, AL.  This is the closing slide from the 
presentation given at the banquet in Greenville.  The 
2016 website for the Huntsville Convention is now 
ready:  

http://midsouthnmra.org/convention.htm 

In addition, the new 2016 brochure is reproduced at 
the end of the newsletter. 

Check these out and PLAN TO ATTEND a convention close to home and less than one year away. 

Each year the NMRA sponsors many conventions around the country.  Typically, there is a Regional 
Convention for most areas as well as one National Convention.  The Regionals are typically held in 
June in our Southeastern Region.  The Nationals are typically held in July.  Both the Regionals and 
National rotate cities each year.  These conventions are a great way to have fun and to learn more 
about our hobby.   

The 2015 National Convention is scheduled in Portland, OR   http://www.nmra2015portland.org/ 

SER 2017 Convention 

The 2017 SER Regional Convention will be hosted by the Steel City Division at the Bessemer Civic 
Center, June 9-10, 2017. 

Steel City Virtual Swap Meet 
For Sale or other arrangements… 
 
• Rock Castings, rock castings and MORE rock castings; did I say ROCK CASTINGS? 

Looking for “just the right rock” to “rock your miniature world”?  See “Rock Bottom” Bob for deals! 
. 

Figure 2: Excellent rock castings some without stain and some with first coat stain. 
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These precast plaster rocks were made by local modelers, Jim Thorington, Jim Gibson and Bob. They 
can be yours. Castings include various sizes, some with a first stain, many to choose from and not a lot 
of duplicates. Pick and make offer.  
 
Contact Rockin’ Bob Beaty, MMR at 205-987-2385 or rabeaty@bellsouth.net  
 

For Sale:  
 

• Bachmann Spectrum HO loco, GE 44 Ton Diesel 

Switcher, Digitrax DCC decoder equipped, 

unlettered, yellow w/safety stripes - $65  

Contact Craig Gardner  
 
979-2666 or by email  jcgard@bellsouth.net 
 
 

For Sale:  
 

• Shinohara #4 wye switch,  $10;  

• NC Bridge Co. 56' wooden truss bridge kit,  $10;  

• Colorado Tree Co.60' low trestle kit,  $11. 

Contact Joe Gamble at 969-2478 or jggjwg@att.net 
 
 

For Sale:  
 

• Twelve (12) intact and one with the chip. $6.50 per or $65 for all 12. So, the broken one is a 

freebie there either way.  There are 2 Clinchfield, 1 Virginian, and the rest are N&W. Each car has 

a different number.  [There are 13 cars total, but one is slightly damaged.] 

 

• The Loco Shops at the D&EA Ry are doing spring cleaning. There are a few Mantua’s (old steam) 

that are out of scale. Stuff I had modified trying to make what I needed but didn't "look right".   I 

think they are "OO" gauged to run on HO track. That is, 1:72 or 1:80 on (1:87) 56-1/2" 

gauge track. A common practice in Europe, but why they would want American equipment is a 
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whole 'nuther matter. And some 1870s era stuff I was thinking of re-shopping into something else.  

[Interested parties may contact Bill to discuss these items via email.] 

Contact Bill Hudson:  signals@hudsontelcom.com  
 
 

For Sale: 

Need Ore Cars??? 

7 New MDC Ore Jenny’s – unassembled kits in 
original boxes miscellaneous road names; Kadee 
couplers are not included with these kits.  

 

$7.50 ea. or $49 for all – this is for unbuilt kits. 

 

Keith Davidson 

205-681-9660 

keithdavidson2000@yahoo.com 

 

Need a whole fleet of Ore Hoppers that have been “upgraded” and ready to earn revenue for you?  

 

53 41 lightly used MDC Ore Jenny’s - miscellaneous road names & some undecorated.  (12 SOLD!) 

All have loads and Kadee couplers.  Some have upgraded wheelsets and extra weights added.  

$10 each           6 cars for $50 OR 12 cars for $100 = $8.33 each       41 cars for $328 = $8.00 each 

 

Got something you’re looking for or trying to sell? Drop the Editor a line at jstew@bhamrails.info  and 
we’ll include it free of charge for as long as you need. Make sure to include a good description with 
prices (if selling), your name, and contact info.  A good photo or two will help your item sell! 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X X 

X 
X 

X 
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Help Others Obtain Merit Awards Toward AP Structures 

To the Editor, 
 
I'm currently putting together a web page with nice photos of  "scratch built models that have 
earned a “merit award" in the NMRA AP program.  
 
The idea is simply to inspire and encourage others to become involved in the AP Program. When I 
first started in the program, there were very few pictures to be found online so I thought I'd start this 
page to help motivate others to get involved.  It will also give modelers a place to show off their talents 
and creativity.   
 
The only requirements are:  
 
A) The model be predominately "scratch built" and earned a merit award in any NMRA 
region/division.  

B) Anywhere from one to four quality photos.  

C) The model name, e.g. "John Doe Flour Mill" 

D) A short 2-3 sentence description of the model but you don’t need to explain the “build”.  

E) Categories included are: Cars, Structures, Motive Power, and Prototype Models 

 
Anyone interested can email w/photos as attachments to Steve at blueoxtrains@bellsouth.net 
 
If you want to visit the Steve’s website and see how the images will be displayed, follow this link: 
http://store.blueoxtrains.com/scratch-built-models/ 
 
Have a Great Week! 
Steve Funsten 
 

 
 
 
425 Market Place Cell - 404-312-6467 
Roswell GA 30075 Fax - 770-993-4911 
blueoxtrains@bellsouth.net www.blueoxtrains.com 
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Club Directory & News  

News from Steel City Area Model RR Clubs 

Birmingham model railroaders have a great history of club activities.  Since the NMRA’s Steel City 
Division is not a model railroad club, per se, the Division benefits from the work of each of the 
Birmingham area model railroad clubs.  In fact, many Steel City Division members are members of the 
local clubs and vice versa.  The Coupler provides space for the clubs to tell prospective members about 
themselves and to provide readers with news of club activities.  If you are interested in a model 
railroad club, learn about the local groups below, and make contact.  You’ll be glad you did. 

 

The Wrecking Crew MRRC (Philip Griffith Correspondent)  

The Wrecking Crew (http://wreckingcrewbham.com/) is a model railroad 
club formed by 27 local modelers to enjoy and promote the hobby of model 
railroading. It is a diverse group with varied backgrounds, including an 
architect, retired military, commercial photographer, communications 
professionals, engineers and even a professional chef. 

The Wrecking Crew is a 100% NMRA model railroad club.  This means 
NMRA membership is a requirement to join the club.  Being a 100% club has 
distinct advantages as the National organization provides certain benefits to 
100% clubs. 

The Wrecking Crew meets in the basement of McWane Center downtown – see website for 
information.  One of their major activities each year is to host the McWane Science Center’s Magic of 
Model Trains. 

 

The Smokey City Rails MRRC  

(Richard Horton Correspondent) 

The Smokey City Rails MRRC 
(http://www.smokeycityrails.com/)  

The Smokey City Rails Model Railroad Club 

(Richard Horton Correspondent)   

The Smokey City Rails Model Railroad Club is 
a dedicated group of model railroaders from the greater Birmingham metropolitan area whose 
members have joined together to enjoy what we think is the greatest hobby in the world – model 
railroading.  We have members of many ages and experience and try to not only encourage model 
railroading throughout the Southeast, but to personally encourage each other as we grow in our 
knowledge of the multitude of crafts involved in model railroading.  Twice a year we sponsor model 
railroad trade shows at local venues in the Birmingham, AL area.  Additionally, we display our 
portable 16’x38’ layout at various festivals and shows throughout the Southeast.  Smoky City Rails 
meets weekly at the home of a member – see website for more information.  
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Club Directory & News  

The Birmingham N Scale Modular Club  

(Don Dahm Correspondent) 

M e m b e r s h i p  D r i v e !   

Now until January, 2016 all potential members and 
visitors interested in joining:      N O  D U E S !  

For more information call or email:  Don: 205-915-4811    ddon2353@yahoo.com 

The Birmingham N Scale Modular Club (BNSMC)         http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bnsmc/ 

is a diverse group of people working together to bring N-Scale to the public and to raise awareness of 
N-Scale as a viable hobby. We are currently basing our modular designs on the BendTrack standard 
and the T-Trak standard. Anyone interested in joining the group should watch for notice of the 
monthly T-Trak meeting to attend and gain more information. 

 

Black Warrior Model Railroad Association (Correspondent needed) 

The former GM&O railway station was acquired by the City of Northport in 1995. Under the auspices 
of the Northport Historic Preservation Commission and the Black Warrior Model Railroad Association 
in 1999 the structure opened as a model railroad museum.  Admission is free Saturdays from 10:00 - 
1:00.   
 
For more information, visit the station's Facebook Page (https://www.facebook.com/NorthportDepot ) 
 

 Coosa Valley Model Railroad Association (Correspondent needed)  

The CVMRRA operates two model railroad layouts.  The HO scale layout is one of the largest in the 
United States and is on permanent display on the second floor of the Mary G. Hardin Cultural Arts  

Center in Gadsden, Alabama.  The N scale layout is portable and is displayed at various train shows 
and exhibitions throughout the year.  Coosa Valley sponsors great train shows in Gadsden at the Civic 
Center. 

Figure 3: CVMRRA layout at Gadsden.  Layout 

features industry and scenes from the Gadsden 

area including the Gulf States steel mill.  Right, 

April 18, 2015 Coosa Valley Train Show at the 

Gadsden Civic Center. 
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Club Directory & News  

The Coosa Valley MRA is located in the NMRA’s Mid-South Division just outside the Steel City 
Division’s boundary.  The organization’s great layout and good work in the hobby as well as the 
proximity of Gadsden to Birmingham are a great reason to include them in the Coupler’s Club News 
section. 

(http://coosavalleymodelrailroad.com/) 

.   

Magic City Railroad Club  

(Charlton McArthur, Correspondent)  

The Magic City Railroad Club is a model 
railroading club founded in 1989 by Alvin Kesler. 
He and fellow modelers began building a portable 
O-scale train layout divided into 2-foot by 4-foot 
modular sections, which they assembled at various 
model train shows in the Southeast.  The club has 
had permanent layouts at West Lake 
Mall in Bessemer and at the Vestavia Hills City 
Center in the last 20 plus years.  Currently the club 
is understood to be seeking a new permanent home  

The club currently helps to sponsor a Train Show 
with the Smokey City Rails Club a couple of times each year.  The Magic City Railroad Club supports 
the National Model Railroad Association. 

Steel City Shifters Operations Group 

The Steel City Shifters Operating Group is not a formal club, but a group that 
meets on a monthly basis to operate trains on the Birmingham District Model 
RR.  The BDMRR is a steam era layout that represents the heavy industry of 
the Birmingham District between about 1925 and 1955.  The layout is steel 
mill themed and includes red ore mines, coal mines, quarry, coke plant and, of 
course, the steel works.  Way freights handle interchange between the L&N 
and 9 other railroads and passenger trains are run through Birmingham’s L&N 
Station. Operation is performed using JMRI train manifests and switch lists; we use a Dispatcher and 
walkie-talkies for communication. Contact Editor Stewart for more information and visit 
www.bhamrails.info for info on the layout – click on the model railroad logo on the webpage.  Visitors 
are welcome. 

Heart of Dixie RR Museum (Correspondent needed) 

The Heart of Dixie Railroad Museum is the official railroad museum of the state 
of Alabama! We're located just south of Birmingham in Calera, Alabama. Our 
museum features operating standard gauge and narrow gauge trains, 
two restored depots, an indoor collection of railroad artifacts and memorabilia, 
and an outdoor collection of railroad cars, locomotives, and cabooses. 

The museum is dedicated to the preservation, restoration, and operation of 
historically significant railway equipment. Our exhibits, operating railroads, and 

Figure 4: Magic City layout at the West Lake Mall with 

Tex Hawley some years ago. 
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educational programs function as both a unique means of tourism and recreation, and also a way to 
preserve the rich history of Alabama and our nation. 

We hope you'll visit us to ride a train, look at our museum collection, and learn more about Alabama's 
railroad history. Please contact us if you have any questions. We'll see you at the depot! 

 

Central of Alabama RR 
(Joe Mashburn Correspondent) 

The Central of Alabama is located in 
the SER’s Dixie Division in 
Prattville, AL.  In the late 1960's a 
group started the Central Alabama 
Model RR Club in Prattville, Al. 
Wilbur Miller had a model shop in his 
basement and a separate club building 
was constructed by club members in 
his back yard in 1969; trains were 
running in the early 70's.   
 
Chairman Joe ”Chuck ”Mashburn and the Board of Directors of the Central of Alabama made a 

MONUMENTAL DECISION in February, 2015.  It was decided to dismantle this fine old layout and 

start over.  Reasons for the change are the need for improved aisle access and aisle space as well as a 

desire to have a more operations oriented layout. 

 

Joe reports on the concept of proposed layout concept, “As you walk in the right handed door there 
will be a 2' wide section running down the right hand wall then a 2' section down the back wall with 
three 6.5 ' islands with 3.5’ to 4' wide aisles between the islands.  We are not set on track plan yet, but 
will have staging under the center island or under the 20 x 2 section down the right hand wall. There 
will be 2 yards with industrial switching at both ends and towns in between.”  Please contact Phil 
Hutchinson H 334-272-1923 C 334-324-1614 or Joe Mashburn H 334-491-8177 C 251-363-8508 if 
you would like more information or want to lend a hand. 
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About The NMRA and the Southeastern Division 
 

The National Model Railroad Association (NMRA) was founded in 1935 to provide standards, 
education and fellowship for the model railroad community.  Today the organization is international. 

In the United States the NMRA is divided into 15 geographical Regions plus other regions in Canada, 
Great Britain and Australasia.  There are additional NMRA organizations in other foreign countries. 

The Regions are further 
divided into Divisions based 
on county boundaries.  
When you join the NMRA 
national organization you are 
automatically a member of 
the appropriate geographical 
Region.  We’re located in 
the Southeastern Region 
(SER), which includes 15 
Divisions shown on the map. 

Our Steel City Division 
includes 19 counties across 
central Alabama, from the 
Georgia state line to the 
Mississippi state line.  We 
are bordered on the north by 
the Mid-South Division and 
on the south by the Dixie Division.  Southern Alabama and the western panhandle of Florida are 
served by the Gulf Division. 

The Steel City Division (SCD) has over 120 members who represent a very diverse group of modelers 
from all walks of life.  SCD publishes this newsletter and holds monthly meetings. 

• You can learn more about the NMRA at the national website:  www.nmra.org  

• The Southeastern Region (SER) of the NMRA has a website: www.ser-nmra.org. The site 

includes information about the 15 Divisions in the SER of the NMRA. 

• The Steel City Division (SCD) of the SER of the NMRA has a website:  www.scd-nmra.org  

Join the NMRA  

The NMRA has a great “trial” membership called the Rail Pass.  The Rail Pass enables you to join the 
NMRA as a first time member for 6 months for only $10, gaining access to all member features except 
voting including 6 issues of the great NMRA magazine.  The Rail Pass is also available to those who 
have been away from the organization for over two years and would like to revisit membership. 
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Timetable (Send your organization’s event news to the Editor) 

 
Local Regional 

 
Smokey City Rails Train Show 
Helena First Baptist Church 
 
Saturday November 21st, 2015 
 

 
Model Train Show 
Mobile, AL 
 
September 26-27, 2015 
 
See Details above 

 
L&N Historical Society  
Annual Meeting 
 
October 1-3, 2015 
Embassy Suites  
Hoover, AL 
 
Details here 

 
  

 
Atlanta RPM Meet 
Kennesaw, GA 
Southern Museum 
September 18-19, 2015 
 
See Details Above 

 
SER Mini-Meet 
 
November 6-7, 2015 
 (Fri. & Sat.) 
 
See Details Above 

Steel City Division Upcoming Meetings: 

Meetings are at the Hoover Public Library, Room A&B, located adjacent to the I-459 & US-31 
Interchange, 200 Municipal Drive, Hoover, AL 35244   205-444-7800 (see note below) 

 

Meeting time is 6:30 pm       Please be prompt so we can get started and have fun! 

August 20th:   (Note: this a 3rd Thursday night) 
Topic: Charlton McArthur on “Old Model Railroading Magazines” VESTAVIA LIBRARY 
  
September 17th:    (Note: this a 3rd Thursday night) 
Topic: Larry Smith, MMR on “Building Laser Cut Wood Kits” VESTAVIA LIBRARY 
 
October 15th:  Tentative – Elliott Eggleston, “Railfanning on Memory Lane” 
 
November 3rd: TUESDAY   Tentative – Noel Whatley’s “Trains of Thought, Part 2” 
 

NOTE:  August & September meetings will be held at the VESTAVIA HILLS LIBRARY because 
Hoover Library is renovating – they are using meeting rooms for temporary storage.  
 

Steel City Meetings are held monthly except December or as otherwise noted. 

If you want to give a clinic or have an idea, please contact Mark Stone 205-837-8029 

 


